A GENERALIZATION OF THE COMPLEX INVERSION
FORMULA FOR THE LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
P. G. ROONEY

1. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to show that if

er"<t>(t)dt,
/I

then,

under

the same conditions

o00

as those for the complex

inversion

formula1 (see [4, chap. II, §7]),

(5/)-Vi(l;
/>

1 - /S;st)fis)ds,

7+100
y—too

if Re /8>0, /3=^1, 2, • • • . We shall also give conditions

for the use of

this formula when Re /3^0.
The inversion formula II may be considered as a generalization
of
the complex inversion formula, since for |8 = 0, it reduces to that

formula.
The formula

also holds, in a sense, when j3=l,

(r(i - 0)-Wl;

2, • • • ; for, since

l - p-,st) = £ (r(r + l - ftyKsty,
r=0

it seems natural to consider this expression, for /3= w, equal to
(st)ne" thus reproducing the complex inversion formula.
Formula II can be derived under considerably
more rigid conditions than those for the complex inversion formula, by means of
integrals

of fractional

order.

We shall not do this here.

2. Re /3 positive.

Theorem 1. If
(1)

e-y><t>it)£1(0,

co),

7>0,

e-'<j>it)dt,
/»

(3)

Re 5 ^ y,

o00

<f>(u)is of bounded variation in a neighbourhood of u = t > 0,

(4) Re 0 > 0,

0 * 1, 2, • • • ,

Received by the editors June 24, 1953 and, in revised form, October 30, 1953.
1 The referee has pointed out to me that formula II is a special case of equation

(5.2) in A. Erdelyi, Rend. Sem. Mat. Univ. e Polit. di Torino vol. 10 (1950-51) pp.
217-234. However, the methods of proof are totally different.
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then
/7+ioo

(ri)-*iF,(l;l

- 0; st)f(s)ds

y—too

= y (*a+) + *(<-))•
Proof.
Now

By [3, p. 87], ^(1;

1-/3;

- (z-"1F1(-/3;1 - 0; -«)) = -7-/3
az

st)=e"1F1(-p;

l-p;-st).

£ (-1)»((» - 0)(nl))-h"^)

dz\

n_0

/

= - Pz-^e-*.
Thus integrating

from z to infinity,

and using the fact that

lim tfA-fi; 1 - |8; - x) = r(l - ft

(see [l; p. 265]),

X—*«

we have, for Re 2>0,

W^e-Hu.
Thus when 5 and / are real and positive

we have

(r(i - (J))-1(*0~*iPi(-fl;i - ft -«*)
/►

rx>

u-0-le-ndu

st

/CO

and, by analytic

continuation,

this formula

must

hold for all t>0

and all s, such that Re s>0. Now
/k

oo

»

where ^(y) =0,0^y

x-p-'e-'^x

/* oo

_ I

e->v^(y)dy,

Re 5 > 0,

•/ o

</, and equals (Y(^-\-\))~l(y-tYy-\

y^t. Hence

(r(l - /3))-1(5/)^iF1(-|3; 1 - j3; *<)/(*) = /C») - ^(-ft)-1^^),

where g(s) = /<T«"""[<£*f](y)dy, Re s^y, and |> *?](y) = [g *p](y)
=Jlp(y —x)q(x)dx. Further,
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\js*d>](y)

=

387

0 g y < t,

■

/•»-'

J o

so that [\p *4](t-)

=0, and

|[*'*]GO| = 0

(0<y</)

g | T(l + 0) |-J(y - 0*° "r1 I

J o

and hence [yp*4>](t+) =0, so that

| <*>(*)
| ix, 0 < y - I < 8,

[^*</>](y) satisfies the conditions

of [4, chap. II, Theorem 7.4]. Thus, by [4, chap. II, Theorems 7.3
and 7.4],

(rt)-Vi(l;l
/1

/1

- p;si)fis)ds

7+100
y—too

7-H00

/• y+»oo

e"/(5)<fc + (27rir(-0))-xr^P

y—too

I

e»(g(5)^5

*^ y—too

+ y(r(-0))-!r"([^*

<*>](/+)
+ [***](*-))

= — (<t>(t+)
+ *(*-))•
3. Re /3 negative.
Theorem

2. If (j)(t) satisfies (1), (2), a«^ (3) 0/ Theorem 1, arerf */

(4) Re /3gO,
(5) a exists, Re a > — Re 0, such that

0(0 = (r(» - a))-1 \

J 0

is C(n-1) (/l^0),

it-

x)"-14>ix)dx

w&ere «= [Re a] + l, 0Cn_1)(Ow absolutely continuous

for t^O, 0<r>(O)=O, r = 0, • • • , n-\,

(styWU
/.

6i»-»(t)=o(evt),

1 - 0; st)f(s)ds

7+400
y-ix
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Let Oin~»(t) = f0\j/(x)dx. Then plainly

4>(t)= (r(«))-> f (t - x)"-^(x)dx,
J o

and

F(s)=s~ag(s),

s^y

where

g(s) = f^"e-"^(t)dt,

and U"p(t)dt

=lim^«,fSp(t)dt.
Now if 0 = 0, the theorem follows from [4, chap. II, Theorem 7.3].
Suppose, then, -KRe
0^0, 0^0. Now

(r(l - 0))-1(^)-"iF1(l; 1 -P;

st)

= (T(l - 0'))-1(5O^' + (r(l - P'))-\st)-^'1F1(l;

1 - 0'; tf),

where 0'=0 + l, as can be verified by writing the series for each side
of the above equation. Thus, by Theorem 1,

(strW^l;

1 - P; st)f(s)ds

y—too

/>

7+ioo

I

(st)-v+Vf(s)ds + - (*(*+) + <t>(t-)),

y—too

^

since 0<Re 0'^1.
But s-^+1)f(s)=s-<-a+^+1)g(s).

Now 5-Jg(s) ^We-'iyp^dy,

Re 5

^7, where iAi(y)= Jl^(x)dx = 0^n-l)(y) a.e. Hence, by (5),
s~1g(s) = I e-sW(-n-1'>(y)dy = I
Jo
Jo

e-svii(y)dy.

Thus, by [4, chap. II, §8], *-<*+*+»g(s)
=JZe-*y*2(y)dy, Re j ^ y, where

fc(y) = (r(a + 0))-1 f\y-

x)"+»~hpl(x)dx

J o

= (r(a + 0 + l))-1 f (y- x)a+fy(x)dx.
J 0

Further

| i2(y) | ^ | T(a + 0 + 1) |-»yB»<«*»f

| *(*) \ dx,

y> 0,

g | T(a + 0 + 1)l^y*"<«*«

I*(*)| dx,

0< y< 8

J o

so that ^2(0+) =0, and \p2(y) satisfies the conditions
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Theorem 7.4]. Hence, (2Ti)-1Pf^iiZs-^+l)f(s)ds = i/<2(0+)/2 = 0.
Next suppose

— (&-f-l)<Re

0g —&, and suppose

the theorem

is

true for —k < Re 0 g —(&—1). Then, as before,

(r(i-0))-1(5O-^iFi(i;

l-0;*O

= (r(i - 0'))-1(^)-^' + (r(l - 0'))-1(5O-<V1(i; l - 0'; st),
where 0'=0

+ l, and thus since —&<Re 0'g
/i

7+ioO

(50-Vi(l;l

— (&—1), we have

-P;st)fis)ds

y—ioo

= (2«r(l - 0'))->p f'

"°ist)-«+»fis)ds + - id>it+)+ *(<-)),

J Y-ioo

2

and the integral on the right-hand side of this equation is zero in
exactly the same manner as previously. Hence by induction the theo-

rem is true for all 0, Re 0^0.
We can improve

our results

slightly

if 0 is real as is shown by the

following theorem.

Theorem 3. If (pit) satisfies (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 1, and if

(4) 0^0,
(5) e(t) = iTin+p))-1f'0it-x)n+^-1<l>ix)dxEC^~1\t^O),
= [— 0] + l, 0(n-1)(O is absolutely continuous
as /->oo, 0W(O)=O, r = 0, • • • , n-\,
then
/>

y+i"oo

(50^iPi(l;l

where

in t^O,

- 0; st)fis)ds

y—too

=

—

(*(/+)

+

*(/-)).

Proof. Let 0("~1'(O= J0ip(x)dx. Then plainly

0(0 = (r(l - 0))"1 {itJ 0

and/(5) =s~fg(s), where g(s) = ft*'e~st\j/it)dt.
theorem, we have
/

7+ioo

(50-Vi(l;

x)-+-V(x)dx,
Then, as in the previous

1 - P;st)fis)ds

y—too

/i

7+ioo

{st)~<l»»f(s)ds + -

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see 7—too
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where 0'=0 + l, and the theorem
/'

7+too

[June

will be proved

if we show that

s-v+»f(s)ds = 0.

■y-l'oo

But s-u+»f(s) =s~1g(s). Hence, by [2, Kap. 6, §5, Satz 3],
/.

7+ico

/» 7+100

s-(f)+»f(s)ds = (2rt)-lP

y—ico

I
J

s~1g(s)ds

y—ioo

1 r'
I
= — I *(y)dy\
2 •/ o

I i-o+

=0.

4. Some special cases. By giving particular values to 0, and using
well known relations involving Kummer functions, we can deduce
various new inversion formulas. We give two of these here.

Thus if 0= —1/2, we have

— (<p(t+)+ 4>(t-))

=(^(j)p/j7wi/v»(1!t

:*y$)*

=(»(4))
VJT^^Ct:t : --)*0*
[3, page 87]
e" erf ((styi2)f(s)ds
/i

[3, page 96],

7+100
Y—ioo

this formula holding under the conditions for the complex inversion
formula, and that B(t) =ir~1/2f'0(t —x)~ll2<p(x)dx be absolutely continuous, 6(t) =o(ef) as/->«>, and 0(0+) =0.

Also, if 0= —1, we have
J

/. Y+ioo

— (*(<+) + *(<-)) = (2x»)-1P I
2

(^)iFi(l; 2; st)f(s)ds

J -y-too
/>

y+ too

e«"2 sinh (st/2)f(s)ds

y-ia>

by [3, pp. 18, 19, and 87]. This formula holds under the conditions
for the complex inversion formula, and the conditions
absolutely
continuous,
<p(t)=o(eyt)
as /—><», and 0(0+)
License
or copyright restrictions
may apply to redistribution;
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ON FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX SOLUTIONS
HYMANj. zimmerberg

In this note a
extended to show
tial equations of
written in matrix

(1)

recent result of Miller and Schiffer [3, §3] will be
how a fundamental
matrix solution for the differena system of two point boundary value problems,
form as

-CM = y'-Mx)y = 0,

s[y] = Myia)+ Nyib)= 0,

can be represented
in terms of the Green's matrix of the system, or
in terms of a special generalized Green's matrix in case the system
(1) is compatible. For the system (1), ^4(x) is an nXn matrix of complex-valued continuous functions of the real variable x on the finite
interval a^x^b,
M and N are nXn complex constant matrices such
that the rank of the nX2n matrix ||.Af A7]!is n, while the vector y will
be treated as an n X1 matrix.

1. In this section we shall assume that the system (1) is incompatible. Then a unique Green's matrix exists and is given by (Bliss

[1, §5])
(2)
where

G(x, 0 = — F(x) -!-'2
L x —/

F(x) is a fundamental

+NYib),

A = MYia)-NYib),

matrix

I + D-iA Y~\t),
J

solution

of =£[y] =0, D = MYia)

and I is the nXn identity matrix.

Theorem.
If G(x, 0 is the ordinary Green's matrix for an incompatible system (1) and i\, i2, ■ • • , i2n denotes a renumbering
of the
columns of the nX2n matrix |j AT iVJ| such that the i\, ■ ■ ■ , in columns
are linearly independent vectors, then the corresponding i\, • • • , in

columns of the nX2n matrix ||G(x, a) G(x, b)\\ may be chosen as the
columns for a fundamental matrix solution of the differential equations

■CLv]=o-

Presented, in part, to the Society, October 25, 1952, under the title On the Green's
matrix of a differential system; received by the editors August 7, 1953.
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